1992 Honda NSX
Preis

USD 70 639
GBP 52 995 (listed)

Baujahr

1992

Kilometerstand
Getriebe

19 032 mi /
30 630 km
Schaltgetriebe

Lenkung
Innenfarbe
Zustand

Schwarz
Gebraucht

Standort
Kraftstoff

Zahl der Sitze

2

Außenfarbe

Anzahl der Türen

2

Automobiltyp

Leistung

Links

Benzin
Rot
Coupé

270 BHP / 274 PS
/ 202 kW

Antrieb

Zweirad

Beschreibung
FOR SALE: Japan’s first Supercar // Fantastic Formula Red and black roof
EQUIPMENT
LHD, 5 speed manual, Formula Red with black roof, Air conditioning, Electric seats, Electric mirrors,
Cruise control, Bose Sound system.
EXTERIOR
The NSX is low and dramatic with its bold paintwork in Formula Red, accentuating the aerodynamic
aesthetics of the car. The integrated spoiler, pop-up lights and side vents cut into the side of the body
give a smooth feel to the body, sculpted with aerodynamic efficiency in mind and devoid of
unnecessary detail.
The paintwork of this NSX presents beautifully with barely a blemish to report. The black roof is also
very clean, providing a dramatic contrast to the body. The seals around the doors and roof itself are
also pleasingly free of wear.
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INTERIOR
Jumping inside the interior of the NSX was a far cry from supercars of the time. Although still a very
low sports car, the Honda boasted excellent visibility, great sight lines and an interior that proved
that supercars and ergonomics can go together. There is very little wear to the interior to report, the
leather is smooth and the seats comfortable and supportive. The trim surrounding the centre console
is immaculate and the control interface well laid out.
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
Honda were on great form when they engineered the NSX powerplant, fusing Honda reliability with
motorsport technology and exotic materials. With a capacity of 2.977 litres, the mid-transverse
mounted V6 revved to a heady 8000 rpm. The engine benefited from many lightweight components,
such as titanium connecting rods which helped achieve that banshee rev limit.
On test drive, the engine feels fit and athletic, with a pure and sharp naturally aspirated feel to the
throttle response. It also presents beautifully, showing little signs of wear, aesthetic or otherwise.
WHEELS, TYRES & BRAKES
The wheels on this example are a 5 spoke design and finished in silver. There are no marks or
blemishes to report and they present as new. The tyres are Yokohama A-022 in a period sized
205/50/15 on the front and 225/50/16 on the rear. On test drive the brakes on this example work
well, shedding speed confidently.
HISTORY FILE
An Acura NSX from new, it was Imported into Italy at less than a year old and treasured by it’s few
Italian owners, it received its Italian ASI classic car certification in 2014 before being imported and
registered in the UK on the 01/10/15 and sold to its only and current UK owner.
On delivery to the current owner he enlisted Plans Performance, a well known and respected NSX
specialist to carry out a comprehensive check and service on the NSX. The work included the
replacement of the cam belt and tensioner, replacement clutch, brake fluid, VTEC actuator oil shield
and other associated tasks. A full geometry check was also carried out with wheel alignment and
camber settings set correctly. Mileage at the time 17,654.
Currently due a service on time only (current mileage 19,035), which can be completed on sale, the
car is now ready for a new custodian and owner to enjoy.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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Titel Herr
Vorname Lucas
Last name Hutchings
Unit 12c Image Automotive
Lynwick Street
Rudgwick
West Sussex
RH12 3DH
Vereinigtes Königreich
Telefonnummer +44-01483338901
http://www.fast-classics.com
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